Energy-information coupling during integrative cognitive processes.
The physical conception of energy is a natural and general approach to describe functional interactions in the brain at different levels starting from studies of molecular interactions up to the integrative studies of cognitive neuroimaging. In this article, we describe the representation of the brain as a fluctuating energy field, which adaptively reflects the environment. Within this neuroenergetic conception, we indicate a physically solid approach to the problem of the link between brain function and information processing - transmission and integration of information between neuroglial populations is coupled with the corresponding energy increase used for information encoding. We develop the integrative neuroenergetic model of face recognition, in which the input to the model tries to modify the fluctuations of activity according to the free-energy minimization principle corresponding to metabolic efficiency. Once the spatial path of integration in neural activity is known, the processed information can be decoded by spatial differentiation. Energy-based feedback with activity rescaling does not influence the possibility of decoding the information. The model provides further evidence that the conception of energy facilitates at both the computational and conceptual levels the understanding of brain function and its relation to cognition.